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ABSTRACT

Object-oriented requirements and specifications seem desirable for object-oriented de-
sign and implementation. However, in this paper we demonstrate that this is not neces-
sarily the case. When we compare the conventionally desiredattributes of requirements
(e.g., easily modifiable, expressed in the customer’s terms, and individual requirements
which are separable) with some of the conventional properties of object-orientation
(e.g., taxonomic organization), we see that in some ways they are incompatible with
each other. While a specification may be expressed as an object-oriented model, there
are disadvantages to doing so that have not been adequately considered in this context.
We illustrate these distinctions with examples from the Kaiserslautern Light Control
Problem and offer strategies to assist practitioners as they address these issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The success of object-orientation as a methodology for organizing and designing soft-
ware has inspired researchers to adapt it for the organization and specification of re-
quirements. Since the early 1990’s a steady succession of publications have appeared



in this area [8, 17, 22, 24]. However, several basic questions have yet to be adequately
addressed:� Are the desired characteristics of requirements and specifications consistent with

object-orientation?� Can object-oriented requirements and specifications achieve any of the benefits
expected from object-orientation in software development?� What advantages and disadvantages does object-orientation introduce with re-
spect to the quality of requirements and specifications?

This paper addresses these questions, focusing on the extent to which object-orientation
is desirable in requirements and specifications, how it can be most effectively used in
this context, and in what situations it is advantageous or disadvantageous for software
quality.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the conventional roles and
characteristics of requirements, specifications, and models, in preparation for consid-
ering them from the point of view of object-orientation. Section 3 provides some rel-
evant background as well as an overview of related work. The application of object-
orientation to requirements and specifications is examinedin Section 4 which considers
whether or not requirements are inherently object-oriented and explores the advan-
tages and disadvantages of object-orientation in specifications. Section 5 discusses
how object-oriented design methods sometimes obscure the conventional distinctions
between requirements, specifications, and designs. Finally, in Section 6 we present our
conclusions and discuss our plans for future work.

2 REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS, MODELS

In this section, we define a few key terms to establish a commonunderstanding for our
discussion of requirements, specifications and models. Requirements concern “what”
properties and functionality a system shall provide, whereas design components con-
cern “how” the system shall meet the requirements. More often than not, models reveal
units of implementation since models map function to structure. To illustrate the impor-
tant distinctions between requirements, specifications models, we employ an example
from our analysis of the Kaiserslautern University Light Control Problem [11]. The
Light Control System (LCS) is intended to address the disadvantages of the univer-
sity’s existing system which is currently energy-inefficient due to the inability to adjust
light sources relative to need and daylight (e.g., a room maybe lit even when no one is
occupying the room) since it is run manually. An informal description of the problem
provides a set of functional, user, and non-functional needs [11]; this document served
as the basis for our analysis and the examples included herein.

In Figure 1, we provide a Venn diagram to briefly summarize ourdiscussion in
this section. The diagram characterizes requirements, specifications and models by
showing the relationships that exist among each within the context of object-oriented
methodologies.
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Figure 1: Relationships between kinds of specifications

2.1 Requirements

A requirementconcerns the environment phenomena in which a system or machine
interacts [15]. More simply, a requirement is a desired property of a system. Typi-
cally each requirement is separable from other desired properties. Requirements are
frequently either invariants of a system, or history conditions on the system’s states;
they may be classified as safety or liveness properties. Theyare expressed in terms of
externally visible behavior. Requirements evolve over time, so traceability (the ability
to trace back to the sources of each requirement) is important. Requirements are fre-
quently best expressed in natural language, although if thestakeholders for the system
are mathematically sophisticated a formal notation may be more appropriate. In any
case, it is desirable that stakeholders be able to understand the requirements, however
they are expressed. Consider the Light Control System requirements provided in Fig-
ure 2. These requirements, while informal, provide specificinformation pertaining to
the properties that the system must possess.

2.2 Specifications

A specificationis a complete and accurate description or definition of the important
characteristics of a system. Specifications should be free of “implementation bias”,
meaning that the description should not be contaminated by consideration ofhow the
system might dowhat it must do [15]. More often than not, specifications are ex-
pressed formally, in a notation whose semantics are preciseand unambiguous. For any
specification, the decision of what characteristics are important is a defining one. A
specification of a system can be written at any of a range of levels of detail, and with
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Id. Requirement

U13 “When a hallway section is occupied by a person,
there has to be safe illumination.”

FM1 “Use daylight to achieve the desired light setting
of ... each hallway section whenever possible.”

FM2 “The ceiling light group in each hallway section
has to be off when the hallway section has been
unoccupied for at least T2 minutes,” where T2 is
a value that can be set.

Figure 2: Informal Requirements from the Light Control CaseStudy

any of several emphases on the kinds of information that are included.
In software development, specifications provide unified pictures of the system, in

which everything important is brought together and made consistent. For example,
Figure 3 portrays the SCR specification [2, 13] that corresponds to the three informal
natural language requirements of Figure 2. This SCR specification provides consid-
erably more detail than the requirements in Figure 2. The specification elaborates the
requirements by expressing them operationally.

2.3 Models

A modelis a construction that expresses important properties of a system by instan-
tiating them. While a specification may merely state an important property, a model
possesses it. Object-oriented models purport to model the real world; however, the
models really just describe programming objects [15]. Models behave like the system
they model; they have analogous components that interact asthe system’s components
do; or they consist of entities whose connections are the same as the connections within
the system [7, 15]. For example, consider the state machine in Figure 4. This form of
model is prominently used in both object-oriented and more traditional non-object-
oriented methodologies. The finite state machine in Figure 4corresponds to the natural
language requirements listed in Figure 2 and the SCR specification in Figure 3.

In software development, a design is a model that is isomorphic to the high-level
organization of the system’s implementation. An object-oriented design’s class dia-
gram is a model containing boxes that represent each class, and lines between those
boxes that correspond to relations between the classes. An object-oriented simulation
is a model that acts out the interactions between a group of component objects, so that
overall the behavior of the group of objects is an approximation of whatever the system
is simulating.

We now consider the mutual roles of requirements, specifications and models within
the context of software quality.

2.4 The roles of requirements, specifications, and models

There exist obvious similarities and mutually supporting relationships between require-
ments, specifications and models, and they correspond to theartifacts of software de-
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Mode transition table for the mode classmcStatus
Mode Class =mcStatus Trace.

Old Mode Event New Mode

unoccupied @T(mOccupied) occupied U13
occupied @F(mOccupied) temp empty FM2
temp empty @T(DUR(NOT mOccupied > mT2) unoccupied FM2

@T(mOccupied) occupied U13

Type dictionary

Name Type Units

yLight enum in foff, ong none
yLL integer in [0,10000] lux
yTimer integer in [0,30] minutes

Condition table defining the value of cHallLL
Mode Class =mcStatus Trace.

Mode Condition

unoccupied true false FM2
occupied mHallLL > tSafeLL mHallLL � tSafeLL FM1
temp empty mHallLL > tSafeLL mHallLL � tSafeLL FM1

cHallLL 0 tSafeLL - mHallLL FM1

Terms used to definecHallLL
Name Type Init. Description

tSafeLL yLL 14 Safe illumination

Controlled variables
Name Type Init. Description

cHallLL yLL 0 Intensity level of hall light

Monitored Variables
Name Type Init. Description

mHallLL yLL 0 Level of natural light in hall
mOccupied boolean false Truewhen hall is occupied
mT2 yTimer 15 Time until empty hall

Figure 3: Example specification, in SCR format
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Figure 4: Example model, in the form of a finite state machine

velopment in different ways. A model may act as a specification of a system; the
system’s implementation is its most detailed specification, and its most exact model;
the system’s problem domain is frequently expressed as a model that specifies how the
problem domain behaves; and a scenario for the system is a rough specification for part
of the system’s behavior [4], and also a model of an interaction between part of the
system and part of its environment.

A set of requirements may form a specification; and a model mayconstitute a
specification; but a model cannot be a set of requirements since a model is not eas-
ily separable into component requirements. Similarly, anymodel is a specification (of
everything it embodies). However, there are specificationsthat are not models; a spec-
ification need not be constructive in the sense of implying anexample that meets the
specification, and a model is in itself an example, Requirements are frequently a set of
constraints, as are the three requirements in Figure 2 from the LCP, and are not in any
reasonable sense models of the systems whose requirements they give.

Objects are particularly appropriate for models. There is anatural and obvious
correspondence between a process to be simulated, and a group of cooperating objects
each of which corresponds to a component involved in the process, and all of whom
together approximate the entire process. This correspondenceholds despite the fact that
if we consider requirements of the process as a whole (ratherthan for some component
in the process), it is quite unlikely that any individual requirement will correspond to
an individual object or type of object. This is an indicationthat object-orientation,
although useful for specifications (in the form of models), may not be as useful for
requirements as discussed in the remainder of this paper.

The following section provides an overview of several existing object-oriented
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specification approaches.

3 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Generally speaking, an object-oriented specification consists of a group of cooperating
objects, the types of the objects and the relations between those types, with the behavior
of the objects of each type expressed in terms of states and transitions between them.
Several forms of object-oriented models, specifications, and requirements have been
proposed for a variety of circumstances. In this section we provide a brief overview
of two kinds of specification techniques: operational and property-based. Operational
specifications consist of types, cooperating objects, relationships among types and ob-
jects, and use cases. Less common are property-based specifications [14] that directly
state a system’s required properties. These techniques arebriefly summarized in Fig-
ure 5. We first examine property-based specifications.

3.1 Operational/Property-Based Specifications

Property-based specifications focus on a system’s requiredproperties. Three approaches,
in particular, may be characterized as object-oriented: Bryant’s object-oriented natural
language specifications, Yau et al.’s specifications for distributed systems, and TROLL.

Bryant’s object-oriented natural language specificationsare expressed formally as a
grammar, or less formally in carefully constructed naturallanguage statements that can
be translated into a formal notation [8]. The formal representation is operational and
is equivalent to a set of class definitions, inheritance relationships, and state transition
relationships. The natural language representation is property-based and is reminiscent
of Prolog. An analyst begins with a specification in constrained natural language, and
via successive refinements produces a formal specification,a design, and an implemen-
tation.

Yau et al.’s FORM specifications are intended for distributed systems [24]. Their
operational specification consists of a set of classes, objects, the static relationships
among the objects, and a state diagram for the behavior of each class. The property-
based specification consists of a set of requirements expressed in natural language.
Their goal is to compare the operational and property-basedspecifications for consis-
tency as a means of verifying each of them.

TROLL specifications are intended for general use [17]. The language provides a
rich variety of means for expressing behavior, so that many sorts of specifications may
be expressed naturally. Object behavior may be expressed asassertions in first-order
logic about their data values and in temporal logic about theevolution of their data val-
ues over time; as constraints on object states; as restrictions on events and sequences of
events that can change object states; and with several varieties of behavior inheritance.
The language allows analysts to specify problem domains as formal models (the se-
mantics of their entire language are expressed in temporal logic), providing a structure
for organizing the information in the model in natural ways.
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Method Notation Property Operational Salient Characteristic
Based

Dano, Briand, Use cases no yes Produces two representations
and Barbier [10] of the system’s behavior,

for cross-checking
FORM Conceptual Graphs no yes Employs types and their
(Ye et al. [25]) relations to organize

the requirements
ROAD/EE Statecharts no yes Produces a simulation of
(Tamura et al.) [22] the final system
OO Natural Two-Level Grammar yes yes Requirements are first expressed
Language Specifiations in constrained natural language,
(Bryant [8]) then transformed into the

formal representation
Yau, Bae, and Yeom [24] State diagrams, properties yes yes Produces two specifications,

one operational and one
property-based, and compares
them for consistency

TROLL Rich variety of notations yes yes Produces completely formal
(Jungclauset al. [17]) models while organizing the

requirements in a natural way

Figure 5: Object-Oriented Specification Methods: Summary of Salient Characteristics
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3.2 Operational Specifications

Operational specifications offer the most common form of object-oriented models.
Three, in particular, are most applicable to the discussionin this papaer: Danoet al.,
Ye et al. and Tamura’s ROAD/EE.

Dano, Briand, and Barbier [10] take an approach which on the surface is not neces-
sarily object-oriented. They consider an object-orientedspecification to be a set of use
cases, with links expressing temporal relations between use cases. A set of cooperating
objects, their types, and their states are implicit in theseuse cases but do not appear
directly. Two representations of the use cases are produced, one in the form of tables
of transitions between abstract states, produced by domainexperts, and another more
detailed one in terms of Petri nets, produced by analysts. Consistency between the two
representations then confirms the analysts’ understandingof the user’s requirements,
and to an extent the consistency and completeness of the specification.

Ye et al. represent objects, types, relations between objects and between types, and
events that specify behavior [25], all in terms of Conceptual Graphs [21]. Their specifi-
cations are intended for systems without concurrency. By using types and relations the
information present in a set of requirements may be organized and expressed formally.

Tamuraet al.’s ROAD/EE specifications are intended for concurrent systems, and
especially for embedded real-time systems [22]. The behavior of each type of object is
represented using statecharts [12]. Both the system and itsenvironment are specified
by groups of objects in this approach. A primary goal is to produce a simulation of the
system directly from the object-oriented specification. The audience for this simulation
is the users of the proposed system.

3.3 Other OO Specification Approaches

This paper is not intended to simply survey object-orientedspecification approaches;
we thus refer the reader to Wieringa’s survey of an additional 19 object-oriented spec-
ification methods [23], such as Shlaer-Mellor, Booch and OMT. Some of the methods,
notably Fusion, OMT and UML, provide mechanisms for analysts to produce explicit
descriptions of system behavior, usually in some form of scenarios. Most, but not all,
of the methods provide some specification of object behaviorin various forms of fi-
nite state machines, sometimes augmented by use cases or conditions. The cooperative
behavior of the group of objects that make up a system thus provide a specification
of the system’s behavior. Wieringa notes that few of the 19 methods he examines,
such as JSD and Syntropy, make a clear distinction between components in the envi-
ronment of a system and components of the system itself; and that this blurring was
already present in the Entity Relationship Diagram [9], of which object-oriented class
diagrams are extensions.

In summary, there are numerous approaches for object-oriented specifications. The
most common mechanism for expressing behavior is via a groupof cooperating objects.
These methods are intended for a variety of uses, including:checking for consistency
and a restricted notion of completeness; validation of requirements using simulations;
reasoning about the specification; and organization of information in the specification,
all of which seek to introduce software quality during the early stages of the software
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development lifecycle.

4 OBJECT-ORIENTED REQUIREMENTS AND SPEC-
IFICATIONS

This section further examines the properties of requirements, specifications, and mod-
els. We consider in what ways object-orientation, in light of the characteristics previ-
ously discussed, is consistent with and supports these properties.

4.1 Requirements and Object-Orientation

As we discussed in Section 2, requirements should be separable; expressed in natural
language; easy to understand and change, both individuallyand in combination; and
individually traceable to earlier requirements and other sources from which they were
derived.

4.1.1 Separability of requirements

To the extent that two classes exhibit low coupling, they maybe considered separable.
Similarly, two objects may be said to be separable to the extent that they encapsulate
their states. Thus separability of requirements could be supported by expressing each
requirement with a separate class or a separate object.

4.1.2 Natural language

One can hardly help noticing how prevalent diagrams, pictures, and charts are in the
practice of object-oriented development. Object-oriented code is in the form of text,
and natural language is frequently used to make the code or its design more clear, but
understanding the code or the design behind it seems to involve reading or drawing a
diagram. Diagrams are a more natural and effective notationfor important aspects of
object-oriented designs and programs (for example to show the various relationships
between classes). However, since that requirements in natural language are advanta-
geous, object-orientation does not appear to provide a benefit.

There is one sort of information in many object-oriented methodologies that is typ-
ically expressed in natural-language: use cases [16]. Use cases are also sometimes
used as a substitute for requirements. Although use cases are associated with object-
orientation, use cases themselves are not object-oriented; they are linear narratives in
form and do not have states or methods or display encapsulation or inheritance. Thus
object-orientation in requirements is not achieved by expressing them in the form of
use cases.

4.1.3 Ease of understanding and change, individually and incombination

Two advantages offered by object-orientation are ease of understanding and ease of
change. Both of these are supported by encapsulation, whichreduces the amount of
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information that needs to be understood and can hide the effect of changes, and by
inheritance, which provides a way to avoid duplicating common information shared
by more than one class or type or common changes made to more than one class or
type. Requirements do not encapsulate anything; they do notcontain a state or an
implementation that can be encapsulated, so encapsulationdoes not appear to offer
ease of understanding or change in the context of requirements. On the other hand,
requirements can share common information and some sort of inheritance relationship
to express this sharing could prove beneficial.

4.1.4 Traceability

Traceability of requirements is a relation that is traditionally expressed in the form of
a matrix. It can also be represented as a directed hierarchy or network, and inheritance
among classes and object types can take that form also. Thus an inheritance relation
can be used to express the derivation of requirements from earlier requirements and
other sources.

In summary, some of the traits of object-orientation may be useful in expressing
requirements. Expressing each requirement with a single object or class is consis-
tent with separability, and an inheritance relationship can express information shared
among requirements and also traceability. However, we do not believe that express-
ing requirements using these traits or any combination of them is sufficient to make
requirements object-oriented.

4.2 Object-Oriented Specifications

As discussed in Section 2, specifications should be completeand accurate; apropos for
the chosen level of abstraction and point of view; and expressed in a formal notation
whose semantics are precise and unambiguous.

4.2.1 Completeness and accuracy

We see that there are object-oriented specification languages with formal semantics and
a variety of notations for expressing behavior (for example, TROLL [17]). It is inter-
esting that these notations can include logical formulae that express properties, which
are arguably not object-oriented, as well as the more ordinary operational notations
based on transitions between states. However, the operational notations suffice for a
complete and accurate expression of program behavior, evenif they are less convenient
than properties in some situations.

4.2.2 Level of abstraction and point of view

Section 3 presents several object-oriented specification languages, covering a variety
of levels of abstractions and addressed to several points ofview. There seems no reason
to believe that object-orientation restricts the level of abstraction or point of view of a
specification.
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4.2.3 Formal notation with precise semantics

Object-oriented specification methodologies usually focus on (in this order) decompo-
sition, communication between objects, behavior of designcomponents, and to a lesser
extent behavior of the system as a whole and its environment [23]; most methodolo-
gies provide informal or semi-formal notations for behavior, rather than more formal
notation with precise semantics.

4.2.4 Other issues

A definite practical advantage of using object-oriented notations for specifications, de-
spite whatever difficulties they may introduce, is that the notation and the concepts
behind them are already in use elsewhere in the development process, so there is no
need for an additional notation or approach. A disadvantageis that since a similar or
identical notation and approach are used for specificationsand designs, it is difficult
to distinguish the specifications from the designs and easy to contaminate them with
information that does not belong there but rather belongs somewhere else where the
same notation is used. It is generally not possible to identify a diagram as a software
specification, domain specification, or design, without reading the accompanying text.

We note that an object-oriented specification can be particularly appropriate in cer-
tain situations. When the behavior of a group of cooperatingprocesses is to be de-
scribed, such as a simulation or a distributed algorithm, anobject-oriented specification
can map directly onto the entities whose behavior is being described.

Object-orientation can provide a suitable basis for a specification language, meeting
the needs of completeness, point of view, and formality. In addition, object-oriented
specifications seem particularly well suited to the specification of simulations and other
similar systems.

5 DISTINCTIONS BLURRED BY OBJECT-ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT

The rapid adoption and retrofitting of object-oriented analysis methods to support re-
quirements analysis and specification activities has resulted in a blurring of the dis-
tinction between specifications (or even requirements) anddesigns [18]. Most object-
oriented methods bring a powerful organizational technique to bear on a software prob-
lem: the organization of the solution is given the same shapeas the description of the
problem. Many of the conceptual entities that appear in the design (individual types,
classes, and objects) typically correspond to conceptual entities in the problem domain
and problem statement; and the object-oriented relationships between those design en-
tities (subtyping, inheritance, aggregation, and behavior dependency) also correspond
to relationships between entities in the problem domain andstatement. The result-
ing design method is (relatively) easy and direct. However,since this organizational
technique produces the analysis and design largely at the same time and by means of
the same process, the distinction between the results of requirements analysis and the
results of design is blurred.
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Researchers have proposed the use of what amounts to object-oriented designs with
behavioral information as specifications [17, 22, 24, 25]. This approach has several
significant advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are that the techniques for
producing object-oriented designs are well-established [6, 20, 16, 19]; and it is possible
to reason about the design, notably by simulating its behavior [22, 24], facilitating the
verification of the design for correctness and appropriateness. There is also a notable
disadvantage, however. If the design is the specification, then there is no separate spec-
ification against which to verify the design or the implementation, and the specification
is virtually certain to have been strongly influenced by design considerations. In this
situation, errors in the design are much less likely to be found (or if found, identified
as errors rather than decisions), and the system as a whole isless likely to meet the
original needs.

Even if a separate specification and design are made, it becomes difficult to decide
how to distinguish an object-oriented specification from anobject-oriented design. As
previously discussed, the specification and design are often (and typically) expressed
in the same notation, and produced by a similar or even (on some level) identical pro-
cesses. As a result they are each likely to be influenced by considerations that should
only apply to the other and are likely to be too similar to be useful.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Requirements must adequately and precisely statewhat a user desires or needs and
they should be expressed in a manner oriented towards this objective. Natural language
representations, formal or semiformal representations, or a combination of both can be
best, depending on the specific problem, domain and/or environment. Throughout this
paper we discuss the distinction between specification and design. Clearly, this is not
a problem specific to object-orientation for it has always been an issue with Structured
Analysis and Design as well. However, we do observe that it does become somewhat
more of a challenge in object-orientation. Thus, practitioners must continue to weigh
the advantages and disadvantages of constructing specifications so that they look like
designs.

While the concept of object-oriented requirements and specifications is certainly
appealing, we have shown that this appeal may be illusory to acertain extent in that it
presents challenges for practitioners and researchers alike. Although object-orientation
is useful for producing and constructing specifications in the form of models, its ben-
efits for requirements is not as clear. As Jackson states, object-oriented models really
describe programming objects rather than the real world [15], and requirements mostly
concern the real world, or environment, in which the corresponding system must ul-
timately operate. In the case of requirements, object-orientation does not clearly sup-
port some of the most important properties we desire. In the case of specifications,
object-orientation produces certain advantages, most notably the possibility of mod-
elling a specification using well-developed object techniques, with the added benefit
of, perhaps, fitting in with object-oriented development methods and notations. How-
ever, here object-orientation also introduces challenges: the use of a single notation for
more than one distinct purpose makes it difficult to keep separate the kinds of informa-
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tion appropriate for each purpose; and it can be difficult to express a specific behavior
using cooperating objects, and to understand the behavior resulting from any group of
cooperating objects.

It is clear that “object-oriented” specifications will continue to be used, certainly
for some time to come. Object-orientation is advantageous when what is needed is a
precise specification of what the desired system must know about its environment for
fulfillment of its required tasks; this is clearly more difficult to accomplish with natural
language descriptions and yet it may be easily modeled usingobject-oriented nota-
tions. Practitioners are faced with decisions when using object-oriented methodolgies
for requirements analysis and specification activities during software development. In
this paper we surface some of the issues associated with these approaches in an effort
to help practitioners avoid or, at a minimum, reduce some of their ill effects. Object-
oriented specifications typically ignore the user/system boundary and neglect the user’s
viewpoint of the system; and current object-oriented methodologies lack adequate de-
composition facilities needed for organizing large specifications.

We are currently investigating other possible forms of object-oriented specification
as exhibited in the domain of telephony services. In particular, we are considering the
efficacy of employing object-oriented constructs to organize specifications and mod-
els within the context of evolutionary and transformational prototyping. We will build
upon our previous work in goal-based requirements engineering which demonstrated
that goal hierarchies are another useful mechanism for organizing and reasoning about
goal relationships (and supporting requirements and associated specifications) in a log-
ical manner [1, 3, 5].
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